Interested? Email Kelsey DeMerlis at kdemerlis@pyninc.org

Start your career with CVS Health® in a nationally recognized apprenticeship:

**Structured on-the-job learning hours with a mentor**

**Nationally recognized Pharmacy Tech Credential**

**Join the CVS Family with over 250,000 employees across the company.**

**Competitive Industry Wages**

**144 Related Instruction Hours with CVS Staff**

**Requirements/Eligibility:**
- Must be between the ages of 18-24
- Must have GED/high school diploma
- Able to pass background check w/fingerprinting and drugscreen
- Required CVS Health externship hours
- Prerequisite coursework of 50 pharmacy tech academic hours (supported through American Apprenticeship grant. Coursework available at community colleges)

---

**CVS Health Pharmacy Technician Apprenticeship program is in partnership with the American Apprenticeship Initiative made possible by the U.S Department of Labor.**